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Before the walk

• Recce the walk as near to the start time as possible.
• Make sure that you have everything you need - a fully
charged mobile phone, risk assessment, spare forms, etc.
• Check the weather and public transport before you set
out.
• Make contact with other leaders and back markers to
swap numbers and assign responsibilities, if appropriate.

At the start of the walk

• Arrive early to welcome and speak to new walkers.
• Hand out a walker registration form to new walkers.
• Take a register.
• Discuss any individual needs (e.g. hearing
impairment) and plan support as necessary.
• Check that walkers are well enough and
suitably dressed for the walk.

Introducing the walk

• Welcome all, introduce yourself and other
trained leaders.
• Introduce the route - the length, the terrain,
where there are toilets and rest points, and
if there’s a place for drinks at the end.
• Highlight hazards and remind walkers to take
responsibility for their own safety, for example
when crossing roads.
• Remind walkers not to leave the walk without telling a leader.
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• Tell people to speak to the leader or back marker if they feel
unwell or have any concerns.
• Make the start of the walk clear – “Ok everyone, off we go”.

Managing the walk

• Walk at a pace to suit your walkers, generally: start
comfortably, increase to a brisk pace, and then slow
towards the end.
• Use planned short breaks – this enables walkers to enjoy
the surroundings, gather together, and also mixes people
up.
• Front leaders - look behind you occasionally and keep
back markers in sight.
• Back markers – watch out for people who are either
struggling or socially not part of the group, and
remain at the back.
• Look out for hazards and point them out to
walkers as appropriate. In social situations,
people easily get distracted and forget to
check for hazards themselves.

For more information visit:

walkingforhealth.org.uk/walk-leaders

After the walk

• End the walk clearly and gather together to ensure everyone
has returned safely, and congratulate the walkers.
• Tell them about future walks and encourage them to keep it
up.
• If your group goes to a café or socialises after a walk, remind
people of this and mention everyone is welcome.
• Pass completed paperwork including any incidents to the
appropriate person, or store it securely yourself.

Top tips - data and your walk

• Walk registers need to be completed at the start of every
walk, and should include the names of both the walkers and
volunteers who attend the walk, the walk name, duration,
date and the postcode of the start of the walk.
• A walker registration form needs to be completed by every
new walker.
• An accident form should be completed if an accident occurs
on a walk and should be submitted soon after the walk.
• Collecting and storing data - Once the walk has finished
please give all paper work to your scheme coordinator. If it’s
not possible to do this immediately, keep the forms secure,
for instance in a locked cabinet. Once the data from the
walker registration form has been input into the database,
the paper forms will need to be shredded by the person who
entered the information.
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